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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this thesis started out as a project to rearrange Dormer Tools’ 

facility in Halmstad, Sweden to be more flow oriented. The project then turned 

into a setup reduction analysis due to not fully acceptable lead times. Limitations 

were set to one specific machine: SMS grinding machine, and a time frame from 

January to May 2015. 

The methodology behind this thesis and project was Single Minute Exchange of 

Die developed by Dr. Shigeo Shingo and Kanban. The analysis made in this 

project was of the quantitative kind with interviews and observations of current 

setup procedure.  

The findings from this project and thesis showed that a standardized setup 

procedure is beneficial to limit errors due to faulty setups and information 

transfers 

The conclusion of this thesis resulted in a standardized manual/routine for the 

SMS grinding machines at Dormer Tools. 

Keywords: SMED, Quality Tools, Quick Changeover, Kanban, Shigeo Shingo 
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SAMMANFATTNING 

Syftet med den här uppsatsen började som ett projekt för flödesorientering av 

Dormer Tools anläggning i Halmstad, Sverige. Efter diskussion visade sig att 

projektet övergick till en ställtidsanalys på grund av de oacceptabla ställtiderna. 

De begränsningar som sattes var till en viss typ av maskin: SMS gängmaskin 

inom en tidsram från januari till maj 2015. 

Metoden bakom det här examensarbetet var Single Minute Exchange of Die av 

Dr. Shigeo Shingo samt Kanban som är ett verktyg i Lean Production. 

Analysen som är gjord i det är projektet var av kvantitativ sort där intervjuer och 

observationer är av betydelse. 

Resultat från det här projektet är en manual för en standardiserad 

omställningsprocedur för alla SMS maskiner på företaget. 

Slutsatserna av det här projektet är att en standardiserat arbetsmetod bakom 

ställprocedur är viktigt för att kunna säkerställa fel i maskin på grund av felaktiga 

ställ. 

 

Nyckelord: SMED, Kvalitetsverktyg, Ställtidsprocedur, Kanban, Shigeo Shingo  
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

Chapter 1 of the thesis will describe the fundamentals behind the project and the 

cooperation with Dormer tools. This chapter will also describe goals, objectives 

and delimitations behind the project. 

1.1 Background 

Lars Sörqvist (Ständiga förbättringar, 2004) writes in his book that companies 

earlier talked a lot about implementing tools referring to quality or even so called 

total quality. It turned out that the early work had a too narrow view of the area´s 

meaning and significance. Work towards quality can often be perceived as 

bureaucratic, cumbersome and could even be called as empty vain talks. This is 

commonly due to previous inadequate and erroneous bets in quality. 

Today it’s more common to talk about organizational development where the 

quality work is made to achieve maximum customer value at every level at the 

lowest possible cost.  

Sörqvist (2004) also describes five phases of maturity for a company when it 

comes to progressing in the work for quality development. These five phases are 

described in chapter 2.2.1. 

The Authors came in touch with Dormer Tools and were given a certain task to 

solve a specific issue with flow oriented production and lead times. 

1.1.2 Presentation of the client 

Dormer in Halmstad is a company merger between Dormer Tools and Pramet 

Tools meaning that the company has a combined history of more than 150 years. 

Their core product program is built around a range of tools designed for the 

general machining industry and encompasses both indexable and rotary drilling, 

milling, threading and turning tools. 

There are 30 offices worldwide serving more than 100 markets. 
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1.2 Aim of the study 

The aim of this thesis is to reduce lead-time in Dormer tools with the help of 

chosen method. Reducing lead-time´s will lead to higher availability in machine 

time, in short meaning that the machine will be running more and the producing 

of parts will increase. The objective with this thesis is to find a solution with the 

help of a chosen methodology reduce as earlier mentioned lead time´s. After a 

redefinition of the problem (1.2.1) the thesis will lead to a standardized setup for 

all SMS machines in the company, with the help of a setup manual (appendix 1). 

The thesis will also be a part of the author’s increasing knowledge for “real-life” 

problem-solving regarding quality development and handling of human resources. 

1.2.1 Definition of the problem 

When the authors first came in touch with Dormer they given the task to shorten 

lead times with the help of finding a plan to rearrange the facility to be more flow 

oriented in comparison to how it is today. While planning this task the authors and 

production managers identified the need to discuss one specific issue behind the 

unacceptable lead times. What was clear from the discussion was that there is 

common villain behind the lead-time, which was setup time´s for the thread 

grinding machines. The problem definition changed thereafter to a setup time 

analysis. 

1.3 Limitations 

To complete this thesis in given amount of time the authors with the help of the 

product managers were given certain limitations. The limitations consist of: 

 The authors will only analyze one type of machine, that is only the thread 

grinding machines also known as SMS machines 

 Considering time and the variation of setups, the thesis will be more of a 

qualitative kind where the setups are discussed instead of time measured 

or camera recorded. 

1.4 Individual responsibility and efforts during the project 

Both authors have put the same amount of effort in this thesis. This means the 

amount of time spent at Dormer including the ideas to improve and simplify their 

setup process. In writing of this thesis both authors have been present and 

consulted each other for guidance.  
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1.5 Study environment 

The authors have worked on this thesis in different locations, the practical part of 

this thesis at Dormer Tools and the writhing for this thesis at the University of 

Halmstad and in the homes of the authors.   

CHAPTER 2 METHOD 

This chapter addresses the methodology behind this thesis. Topics like other 

methods and discussion behind the approved method will be as well handled here. 

2.1 Discussion behind the method 

2.1.1 The approach for the study 

Quantitative and qualitative methodology 

When performing a setup time analysis the preferred kind of data is supposed to 

be quantitative, for example time measurement and spaghetti diagrams regarding 

movements made. After further investigation of the setup procedure, the authors 

could notice that both setup procedure and occurrence varied too much for a 

quantitative study to be made within the given time frame. The authors concluded 

that a qualitative study had to be performed instead. 

The kinds of Qualitative studies made in this thesis are: 

 Observations 

 Interviews 

 Scheduled Meetings 

2.1.2 Procedure selection 

Upon receiving the initial problem definition for this project, the authors 

addressed the solution and methodology as a flow oriented issue. As mentioned 

earlier in 1.2.1 the problem was redefined to a setup reduction.  Luckily enough 

both authors have earlier experience with setup time reduction (Weiss Don and 

Entezari Koroush, Ställtidsreduktion med hjälp av SMED, 2014; Taibo Alvarado 

Frederic and Wulff Adam, Produktionsutveckling, 2014). Whilst having such a 

good experience with setup time reduction´s methodologies, both authors agreed 

early that SMED is the proper methodology for the solution to the given problem 

definition. SMED is written short for Single-Minute-Exchange-of-Die, and was 

developed by Shigeo Shingo.  
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The authors made a wide search both in libraries and the World Wide Web for 

different kind of methods but came up with the same conclusion as last year, that 

SMED was the only real method for setup time reduction.  

There are a variety of quality tools that could focus on single issues in a setup, but 

it´s only SMED that handles the entire range of setup reduction. Other methods 

like Lean Changeover and One Touch Exchange of Die are basically other 

methods based on Shigeo Shingo´s SMED (Henry John R (2013) Achieving Lean 

Changeover). 

2.1.3 Preparation and data collection 

 Plans for scheduled meetings with relevant personnel in purpose to 

understand the company, regarding setup procedure and company culture 

 Relevant literature and scientific reports regarding method 

 Relevant documents to observe setup-procedure and to interview 

personnel 

 Photo camera for proper documentation 

2.2 Methodology 

Upon choosing SMED as method to reduce Dormers current lead- and setup times 

the authors chose to use this methodology as a cornerstone throughout the entire 

project, even if the project didn’t show up to be a blueprint SMED project. It 

turned out to be instead a project based on the SMED methodology but of the 

qualitative kind, with the final results being in form of a manual. 

2.2.1 Present analysis 

To get a thorough understanding of the current situation of Dormer today, the 

authors had to get a full briefing about the current situation. As mention earlier 

lead times were not efficient enough. It was showed that the machine availability 

was currently at a approximated 70%, meaning that the machine is not 

manufacturing almost a third of the time. Obviously some of the still time is 

intended for repatriation and maintenance, but the rest is setup time. This early in 

the project the authors suggested that the company should implement total 

productive maintenance (TPM) for all the machines to lower repair and overall 

maintenance time.  
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The authors find it worth mentioning that Dormer has been implementing quality 

tools for quite some time. There has even been an earlier SMED project involving 

different kind of machine, though it was stated that maturity back then was not 

high enough.  

To understand the level of maturity Dormer tools has reached the authors turned 

to Sörqvist (2004) where he described the five phases. These five phases consist 

of: 

1. Slumber 

2. Awakening 

3. Tentative 

4. Change 

5. Mature  

Dormer is in present time at the end of the so called tentative phase entering 

rapidly into the change phase. The authors made this deduction based on the 

amount of study visits to other companies to learn and adapt some of their 

methods to implement in their own facility. During the change phase the company 

has to select methods that they are able to finish and to present with good results. 

This principle has Dormer already begun striving for and have already selected a 

few methods to prioritize. This deduction was also made from the author after 

being told about an earlier SMED project. The company felt that during that time 

they weren’t ready for this kind of project but now they feel a lot more prepared. 

2.2.2 Implementation of SMED 

The SMED methodology consists of 3 main phases including preparation phase 

(Quick Changeover for operators: The SMED system, 1996). 

Preparation phase 

During this phase the authors go to know the facility slightly better and also put 

time and effort to get to know the operators. To get a proper understanding on 

setup procedure, the authors communicated and watched how the operators 

worked. At this point of the project the authors understood that the setup 

procedure was very complex and that not everyone could either do or understand 

this led to the conclusion that a more detailed analysis had to be made with the 

help of the knowledge from the operators. The knowledge could only be obtained 

with the help of detailed interviews. The authors also printed out setup baseline 

worksheets and operation checklists to get better overview for the setup procedure 

and simplify the identification of internal- and external activities. 
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For a more detailed view of the tables, look at Appendix 4 for Table 2.1 and 

Appendix 3 for Table 2.2. 

With the help of the qualitative interviews in this phase the authors noticed that 

the setup procedure had a lot of internal activities which were clearly impossible 

to convert in phase 2 of SMED. 

Phase 1 – Separating Internal and External Setup 

In this phase the setup baseline worksheets and operation checklists came into 

proper use were the separation between internal and external activities became 

clear (Appendix 3 & 4).With this tool the authors could clearly see how the setup 

was conducted and which activities could be eventually converted. Normally 

during this face setup preparation should be implemented, which intern would 

lead to significant time reduction of setup time. This lead to a further 

understanding that Dormer was a very mature company regarding the usage of 

quality tools, because of preparation steps had already been made. Even though a 

company is very good at using quality tools, the authors could notice some room 

for improvement. 

Even if some steps are intended to be external, the authors could clearly see in 

practice that many steps are made internally, meaning that very little happens 

before the machine stops.  

The operators were asked if changes could made by implementing more 

preparation of the internal steps even if it meant that the authors where touching 

into phase two. The purpose of these questions was made to get the operators 

further involved in the project.  

Table 2.1 Operations Checklist             Table 2.2 Setup Baseline Worksheet 
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Phase 2 – converting internal setup to external setup 

The purpose of phase two is to get a better perspective of the current so called 

internal setup procedure and check if they can be in some way forced into external 

setup instead. Many times technical improvements can lead to a transformation 

from internal to external. Some ways of transforming procedures could be a 

halfway external setup, were a part of internal is made as preparation to make 

overall setup faster. Due to complexity of the machines in question, the authors 

did neither have experience or time to learn in detail about the machines to 

actually improve them for SMED transformation. The authors did however notice 

a few procedures that could be transformed.  

 Preparation for the taps was usually already made, the authors never 

noticed while conducting their research that taps was missing before a 

setup.  

 There is a procedure where the grinding discs in the machine need to be 

lifted and exchanged for a new one. This operation is not possible to 

transform, but there are preparation steps that could be done while the 

machine is running. The same applies for the diamond rolls which should 

and are usually prepared before internal setup. 

 Some improvement could be made to refine some of the external 

procedure to cut time and to be used as a “carrot” for the operators 

All of these steps will be explained and introduced in new setup manual as 

external setup procedures. 

Implementation of Kanban as a step to refine setup procedures  

While separating the internal and external setup in SMED as mentioned earlier, 

the authors noticed in an external setup that the operators where writing off the 

discs they utilize on a piece of paper. The authors asked the operators if this 

procedure was working properly, and as expected there was problem with this 

type of system due to human error. In some cases of the operators forgot to write 

off discs. This small issue in turn led to a greater problem, where the number of 

discs were wrong in stock and got ordered too late to maintain a steady flow of 

discs when needed.  
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The authors concluded that this type of issue could be prevented by using the 

Kanban method. As the Kanban method is used for keeping control on a demand-

oriented system with the use of a card where the article number and lead times are 

written. With the implementation of this step the issue with the human factor of 

forgetting to write off should disappear. The most important part of this 

implementation is that external setup time is reduced. 

Display of current setup according to three different operators 

After finishing conducting their analysis for setup procedures the authors got as 

expected different kinds of explanations from every operator. In practice most of 

the steps are the same with a few differences. It was then decided that a meeting 

needed to be scheduled for further investigation. 

Phase 3 – Streamlining all aspects of the setup operation 

Phase 3 of the SMED implementation is intended as a continued improvement for 

setup procedures. Considering the time schedule, the authors decided that this step 

is intended for the managers in Dormer tools to continue. Advice about what 

could be done further for the setup procedure will be presented in the Results 

chapter in this thesis. For this phase a more qualitative study is recommended in 

form of time measurement, and other tools that show the effectiveness of setup -

procedure and -times.  

CHAPTER 3 THEORETHICAL FRAMEWORK 

In this chapter the author´s presents relevant literature and article to support the 

theory behind this thesis.  

3.1 Summary of relevant literature 

The authors have done a wide search both in literature and from the World Wide 

Web to use as reference for this thesis. Worth nothing is that the authors have 

conducted in SMED methodology earlier and have been using the same material 

in this thesis as well. In earlier projects it was noted that this area has been very 

little touched, and that claim was made just one year ago. The area of SMED has 

been unchanged since Shingo´s development of this methodology and is still the 

baseline behind setup reduction. The literatures mainly used in this thesis are: 
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 Shingo Shigeo (1985), A Revolution in Manufacturing: The SMED 

System, Boca Raton, CRC Press 

 The Productivity Press Development Team (1996), Quick Changeover for 

Operators: The SMED System, New York, Productivity Press 

 Henry John R. (2013), Achieving Lean Changeover: Putting SMED to 

Work, Boca Raton, CRC Press 

 Birmingham Fletcher & Jelinek Jim (2007), Quick Changeover 

Simplified: The Manager´s guide to Improving Profits with SMED, New 

York, Productivity Press 

 Herr Karsten (2014), Quick Changeover Concepts Applied, Boca Raton, 

CRC Press 

 Borris Steven, (2006), Total Productive Maintenance, McGraw-Hill 

Companies 

  

3.2 Chosen topic 

The main topic of this thesis is setup reduction and the SMED methodology. The 

authors feel it´s necessary that description of the main quality tools that are related 

to SMED. Lean production is a philosophy that contains important tools called 

Just-In-Time which itself depends on SMED (Danese, Romano and Bortolotti, 

2011; McIntosh, Culley, Graham, Mileham and Owen, 1996).  

3.2.1 Toyota Car manufacturer – Changing the way we look at production 

development  

Lean production is a tool which originated in Japan, by the car manufacturer 

Toyota. Toyota as a company was founded in the 1900 century as Toyoda 

Automatic Loom Works and developed automated looms. Even this early there 

were tracks of Toyotas interest in production development, with the creation of 

the first automatic stop at fault system JIDOKA. When the Toyota Motor 

company was founded as a subsidiary to the looming company the legacy for 

striving good production kept going on. Just-in-Time (JIT) (3.2.3) is well known 

and used tool in production development today and was developed in the early 

days of this Motor Company (Bellgran & Säfsten, 2005; Sörqvist, 2012). 

Toyota kept striving in development for better and more effective production. 

During the years Toyota came up with a handful of effective quality tools. Some 

of the tools that Toyota developed or were pioneers at were: 
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 Jidoka – Automatic error detection 

 Just-in-Time – A pulling production system (3.2.3)  

 Kanban – Automated replenishment system (3.2.2) 

 Kaizen – Philosophy for continued improvement 

 5S – A tool to eliminate waste 

 Single Minute Exchange of Die – A method for quick changeover (3.2.4) 

These are a few of the tools that make up as cornerstones for the Toyota 

Production System (TPS) (Bellgran & Säfsten, 2005). 

Lean production originates from TPS and uses Toyota´s original ideas about the 

elimination of waste (Muda). The main philosophy of lean and TPS are 

accordingly to Ohno the reduction of: over production, waiting time, transport, 

processing time, stock piling, unnecessary movement and defective parts. 

3.2.2 Kanban 

Kanban is an essential part of JIT which is used for creating a controlled pull 

system. The word Kanban is a Japanese word and means “visual card” (or sign). 

The Kanban is viewed as information carrier and its purpose is to signal how 

many of a specific part is needed and where it´s supposed to be delivered (Gupta, 

Al-Turki & Perry, 1999; Sayer & Bruce, 2007). This is also mentioned in Quest 

Worldwide (2007) but also includes the usage of this method as a way to secure 

delivery of parts at the right time which is crucial because the end customer needs 

his product at the right time. According to Sörqvist (2012) the use of Kanban for 

keeping control on demand-oriented system reduces inventory and simplifies 

planning. In an article presented by Lee-Mortimer (2008) they managed to reduce 

the inventory with the use of Kanban. If Kanban would be easily explained it 

could be compared to the systems most supermarkets use, where a card is behind 

a certain amount of products and pops up at a specific number in stock and signals 

that more need to be ordered. 
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3.2.3 Just-In-Time 

Just-In-Time (JIT) is a tool which was developed during the early stages of TPM 

and is an essential part of Lean. The idea behind JIT was to produce parts and 

charge the customers before the supplier had to get paid (Sörqvist, 2012). This 

lead to that part´s had to be manufactured with the right quality and quantity, at 

the right time, which is the concept of JIT (Bellgran & Säfsten, 2005; Womack & 

Jones 1996). Giunipero and Law (1990) present in their article how other authors 

decide to define Just-In-Time, were two of these authors are presented in this 

thesis. 

 An inventory control philosophy whose goals is to maintain just enough 

material in just the right place at just the right amount of product – Lee 

(1985) 

 A manufacturing system where the parts that are needed to complete the 

finished products are produced or arrive at the assembly site as they are 

needed – Crosby (1984) 

The methodology is used when a company wants to change a certain production 

from push to pull with the help of Kanban. A push system is dependent of 

forecasting that determines what, when and how many parts need to be produced 

(Sayer & Bruce, 2007). Forecasting can be useful indicators for demands in 

general, but predicts poorly of the amount parts needed to be produced (Sayer & 

Bruce, 2007). A pull system is simply described as the upstream process will not 

produce parts or service until the costumer down the chain needs it (Evans & 

Lindsay, 2014; Womack & Jones 2003; Quest Worldwide (2007). Quest 

Worldwide (2007) also adds fundamental principles of a pull system which are: 

 The supplier replace what the customer has consumed 

 The customer pulls only what he needs 

  That the stock is at a minimal  

The pull system is the complete opposite from a push system as mentioned earlier.  

Kanban is one of elements that got the most attention in JIT as mentioned before, 

leading to that in the western world the method got known as the Kanban system 

which is misleading because Kanban is just the use of a card or signal to manage 

stock. When applying JIT to create a pull production it is optimal that production 

flow is smooth and steady, because of that the method is filled with uncertainties 

such as processing time, demand variation or breakdowns (Gupta et al., 1999).  
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These uncertainties in the process may lead to changeovers, which in turn will 

result in greater lead time instead of actually delivering the product in time. It is 

recommended that the company should already be in terms with using other 

quality tools, for example SMED (Danese et al., 2011; McIntosh et al., 2006). 

3.2.4 Single Minute Exchange of Die (SMED) 

SMED is a quality method that was developed by quality guru Shigeo Shingo. 

SMED stands for Single Minute Exchange of Die where the single minute means 

a timeframe below double digits (below 10 minutes). Birmingham and Jelinek 

(2006) compares setup procedures to a Nascar Stable. Imagining that a race driver 

pulls into the pit stop to change parts and perhaps refuel. While he stands there 

waiting and the seconds are ticking away the pit crew just slowly surround the car 

and talk amongst themselves for a minute or two deciding on what to do. Before 

they even start with this pit stop they start discussing about the next one on the 

topic on who does what. When everything is finally decided they start rummaging 

through a pile of tools to find the right ones. The poor driver just sits and waits 

while all his chances for winning diminish, he will never make up the time spent 

in the pits. That example does obviously not happen in real world but as Jelinek 

and Birmingham (2006) states, it happens every day in today´s business world. A 

quick setup makes businesses more competitive. A short introduction to the story 

behind SMED is important to understand how beneficial it could be and what it 

has done.  

History Lesson in SMED 

The SMED methodology was developed in three important events under a time 

span of 19 years by Dr. Shigeo Shingo. The first event was at the Mazda facility 

where Shingo was given the task of increase productivity and decrease 

bottlenecks. A clear bottleneck was the large 350-800 tons heavy dies which had 

to be changed when a different type of product was to be made. Shigeo made his 

analysis for the setup procedure and found a flaw which still happens in today 

production facilities. The fault at this certain setup was a default screw with no 

other reserve screws to be used. Instead of having screw for every single die, 

screws were modified instead.  Shingo proposed that the preparation of screws 

should be made while the machine was running. This little proposal lead to setup 

times reduced with 50%. 
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It was here where Shingo discovered the too different setup procedures: 

 Internal Setup: Activities performed while machine is still 

 External Setup : Activities performed while machine is running 

At a different task at the Mitsubishi plant Shingo managed to further develop the 

SMED methodology. This task surrounded about a flat cutter which worked on a 

less than acceptable capacity. The milling was done a piece of material where the 

centering and dimensioning was performed directly on the machine when standing 

still. Shingo came up with the idea to develop an add-on for the machine to 

improve setup, which was a removable plate where the measurement and 

dimensioning was made while the machine was running. This increased 

productivity by 40 %. By today´s SMED methodology standard, Shingo converted 

an internal procedure into external with the help of technical improvements. 

The last and definitive chapter for Shingo´s development of SMED was at the 

Toyota motor company. This time it was the setup procedure for a 1000 ton die. 

With his earlier experience he managed to shorten the setup from 4 hours to 2 

hours in a timeframe of 6 months. This was already a success, but on a revisit to 

the Toyota plant he found out that the head for that certain department had the 

task to reduce the setup to only 3 minutes! Shingo then decided to help out, and 

with his earlier experience from Mitsubishi where the conversion off internal into 

external setup was crucial, in a period of 3 months he managed to reach the 3 

minute goal at Toyota. 

Now Shingo understood that the method of single minute could be implemented 

everywhere. Henceforth his method got named Single Minute Exchange of die. 

Toyota even made his method as a crucial part of TPS (3.2.1) 

(Shingo, 1985; Weiss & Entezari, 2014) 

3.2.5 SMED´s Conceptual Stages and practical techniques 

Preliminary phase – Internal and external setup not differentiated 

This phase is basically a step to gather relevant information about the current 

setup procedure. This is where the internal and external procedures are identified, 

information about the SMED procedure is given out and teams are made for the 

improvement. There are a wide range of tools to gather the information. Shingo 

(1987), Jelinek and Birmingham (2006) recommend a few of these tools: 
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 Video recordings of the actual procedure 

 Interviews 

 Analysis of the setup procedure where all procedures are noted 

 Time measurement of setup and its individual procedures 

Even if it´s easy to claim that all of these tools will be used, there are some issues 

that have to come into consideration, especially regarding the video recordings 

and time measurements. Birmingham & Jelinek (2006) forewarns regarding the 

video recording that “the videotape will capture not only the good but also the bad 

and the ugly”. Make sure to inform the operators that the recording is for their 

own use only and that only they will see it 

It should also be noted that it is of great importance that all involved should be 

informed about all aspects of the analysis and that this is not a time study, but a 

information gathering procedure. Make sure to answer all questions regarding 

both analysis and implementation of SMED (Jelinek & Birmingham, 2006). 

During this step a setup baseline worksheet should be made where every step and 

tool of the setup procedure should be noted down. This step could also be made 

by a scribe during the video recording (Jelinek & Birmingham. Borris (2006) 

explains that every procedure behind the setup should be described in every small 

element, known as sub- or microelements. He even claims that SMED requires 

this level of detail. Borris (2006) says:  

“The goal of SMED is to reduce time, effort, and waste; we must question the 

necessity of every step”. 

When it is time to show the recording, all managing parts should be prepared with 

the operators reactions. When operators start turning into defensive mode, it is 

crucial to answer all their hesitations and claims on a constructive way. Jelinek & 

Birmingham (2006) explains that long episodes where nothing is happening on 

the recording should not be fast forwarded until the operators start to show 

irritation over the mistake they have done.  

All answers should be now answered when the video clip is finished and the 

operators should be encouraged to inform about their own ideas about how the 

setup procedure could be optimized. When the complete analysis is done, the 

SMED phase should proceed to the next step. 
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Phase 1 – Separate internal and external setup 

This is the phase where the actual separation of the procedure gets divided into 

internal- and external setup. All steps in the Setup Baseline Worksheet should be 

separated checked in the right window whether they are internal or external. This 

moment itself should already reduce setup time with 30 – 50 % (Productivity 

Press Development Team, 1996) 

An operation checklist should be made where everything is listed for the next 

operation. The checklist should contain: 

 Tools, specifications, and workers required 

 Proper Values for operating conditions such as temperature, pressure, 

current and feed rate 

 Correct Measurements and dimensions required for each operation 

(Productivity Press Development Team, 1996) 

Function checks should also be implemented in order to prevent machine stops in 

order for repairs. Even if a function check occur in internal setup, it will makes 

sure that items are in working order instead of breaking down and that itself will 

cut setup time( Productivity Press Development Team, 1996). 

This is the step where a setup manual could be implemented for the procedure. 

Borris (2006) explains that when elements are reduced as far as possible, it is 

possible to create a new list of tasks. “This will come the skeleton of the new 

procedure. The team should collaborate in the creation of the new 

procedure.”(Borris, 2006) 

Phase 2 – Convert internal setup into external setup 

This is the step where current internal setup procedures get an overview and are 

transformed into external. Single minute times could be reached after this phase is 

completed thoroughly. During this phase all essential tools to setup should be 

standardized as much as possible. The use of screws and bolts with the same tool 

overall in the setup should be constructed. This method is called Function 

Standardization (Shingo, 1985).  
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If possible there is a big variety of tools that could replace unstandardized parts of 

a machine. Some examples are: 

 Rods and bolts with and without locking to suppress translation 

 Spring loaded locking bolts 

 Wing nuts 

 Snap lock nuts 

 Cam lathers 

 Clams 

 Snap lock couplings 

With the exception of quick locks and other standardized parts, the use of 

preparation steps should be implemented here, for example temporary loading 

zones 

Phase 3 – streamline all aspects of setup operations 

Upon reaching this phase most of the time stealing activities during setup have 

been either addressed or transformed. This final stage of SMED is intended to 

review all activities again and to improvise them further with the help of a setup 

analysis worksheet which could generate discussions for further improvements. 

 This phase also contain practical steps as streamlining storage and transportation 

of parts so everything is well-organized for the next setup procedure. 

To improve internal setup even further there are another 4 steps that should help 

setup to reach the wanted single digit timeframe: 

1. Parallel operations where the setup operation is supposed to be divided by 

two or more operators working together for fast setup 

2. Functional Clamps – as mentioned earlier these kinds of clamps and snap 

lock tools will reduce setup procedure 

3. Eliminating adjustments with the help of numerical settings, centerlines 

and reference planes 

4. Mechanization of activities to reduce times further 
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3.2.6 Total Productive Maintenance 

The authors felt the need to present the theoretical of Total Productive 

Maintenance (TPM), because of the improvement suggestion in 5.3 

TPM is an essential part for keeping steady production. If it is implemented 

correctly it will reduce the amount of unplanned stops which is caused from 

mechanical failures. These faults come in partial or total failure. Partial failure 

begins with a small irritation that might slow down production, but within time 

this small irritation will increase and eventually lead to a total failure (Borris, 

2006). These issues cause companies to loose parts per hour and finally stop the 

production completely. TPM was developed to prevent and predict these types of 

failures, and the method consists of eight pillars which all have their own 

responsibility and may overlap each other in some fields (Borris, 2006).  

These eight pillars consist of: 

 Health & Safety 

 Education & Training 

 Autonomous Maintenance 

 Planned Maintenance 

 Quality Maintenance 

 Focused Improvement 

 Support Systems 

 Initial Phase Management 

 

A good way to initiate TPS is by cleaning the equipment, using cleaning maps and 

blue dots on the contaminated areas, close up drawings on areas that are not 

visible on the larger drawing. It is important to record these contaminations or 

abnormalities (Fuguai in Japanese), and systematically remove or contain them.  

Prasanth S. Poduval, DR. V. R. Pramond, DR. Jagathy Raj V. P. (2013) writes in 

their article:  

 

“Clearly written down procedures ensure that the equipment are run properly 

and the probability of failure is minimal”  
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By documenting and establishing Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) might 

ensure that tools and equipment are used properly and will minimalize the 

probability of failure. The importance of documentation is also supported in ISO 

9001:2008. In short TPM emphasizes on empowering operators throughout the 

company to help maintain their equipment in order to achieve better production 

(www.leanproduction.com, 2015-05-15). 

3.2.7 Overall Equipment Effectiveness 

Overall Equipment effectiveness (OEE) is time-based metrics and its used for 

calculating equipment performance. OEE consist of three effectiveness 

calculations (Bellgran & Säfsten, 2005; quest Worldwide, 2007), which are: 

 Availability 

 Plant Efficiency 

 Quality Yield 

This tool is a part of planned maintenance which is one of the pillars to TPM as 

mentions in 3.2.5 (Borris, 2006).  

3.2.8 Human aspects when implementing Quality Tools  

This might be one of the most difficult parts when introducing a new procedure in 

the facility. Brimingahm & Jelinek (2006) emphasizes three crucial steps for the 

first meeting with the members involved in the setup procedure, these three steps 

are: 

 Introduce the program and explain why it is so important to the company 

and to the employees 

 Give an overview of how the setup reduction process works and discuss 

management´s with commitment to the process and group 

 Discuss everyone´s expectations, set the ground rules, and explain a little 

bit about group dynamics and paradigms  

Introducing SMED without a proper introduction, the employees will immediately 

become defensive (Brimingham & Jelinek, 2006). If the operators get defensive it 

might eventually lead to resistance. Resistance within the factory is described by 

Huzell (2005) as followed: “employees are resisting because of individual 

uncertainty”. This uncertainty will be eliminated with a proper introduction and 

explanation of SMED as mentioned earlier.  
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Increasing the influence of the employees by informing and involving the 

employees during an improvement in the production will increase their motivation 

(Bolman & Deal, 2012). Increasing the employees influence will lead to a sense 

of ownership in the outcome and they will see the results from their participation 

(Brimingham & Jelinek, 2006). 

3.2.9 Maturity of a company 

Sörqvist (2004) refers to Sandholm (2001) and describes five phases on how 

mature the company is. These five phases as mentioned in chapter 2.2.1 consist of 

 Slumber phase 

 Awakening phase 

 Tentative phase 

 Change phase 

 Mature phase 

In the slumber phase organizations are characterized in not having direct interest 

in quality. Organizations are content with its current situation and don’t feel the 

need of development. The company´s economy is acceptable, the customer is 

fairly satisfied and the other competitors are relative under control.   

The awakening phase is where most companies starts to implement new methods 

to improve quality and production. The reasons for new methods can often be 

backtracked to crises that forced the company to change. Sörqvist (2004) also 

mentions companies that faced this situation, like Motorola and Xerox in the 

1980´s or the western car industries in the 1990´s. 

During the tentative phase companies visits other facilities to learn and understand 

and how to apply these new popular improvement methods, but without taking 

into account the difference between the organizations and do the necessary 

adaptation. This happens because the organization lacks the knowledge and 

experience. Tentative phase should not be seen as a negative phase, but as a 

natural step in the organizations learning (Sörqvist, 2004).   

In the change phase the organizations have reached a point where different 

methods, tools and concepts for improvement don’t provide the results needed. 

This is when the organization begins to narrow down the improvement methods 

and focus more on improvements that have been followed through and achieved 

results. 
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The Maturity phase is when quality and process improvement has become a part 

of the daily basis for the organization. The improvements are followed with 

commitment form the chairmen´s. Economic resources are set aside for working 

with improvements. These improvements are well defined and presented with 

good results. To satay in maturity phase is not easy, it requires that the chairmen´s 

knowledge, commitment and experience are high, otherwise there is a chance to 

stagnate (Sörqvist, 2004).   

CHAPTER 4 RESULTS 

4.1 Meetings with operators and visualization of setup procedure 

In preparation for scheduled meetings the authors prepared two large plaques with 

post-it stickers to visualize all the steps for the procedure. The stickers had 

different colors for every phase of the procedure: 

 Pink – For loading 

 Green – For diamond Roll 

 Blue – For grinding disks 

 Yellow – For tools used in each and every phase 

 

 

 

 

 

 

During the first meeting the authors started the meeting with explained the 

meaning behind the project at their working place in order to eliminate 

misunderstandings. The authors made certain to see that the operators understood 

that a project like this is not meant to enhance their workload, but to optimize and 

hopefully minimize it.  

Picture 4.1 Visualization of setup procedure used in meetings  
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Picture 2.2KANBAN card       Picture 2.3 KANBAN cards used in stock 

When everything was clear with the authors intentions in this project they started 

with explaining the new KANBAN system placed on the grinding discs used for 

all SMS machines. They explained that writing off would be a procedure to be 

removed and the only procedure to be done is to put a KANBAN card in the red 

box when taking a disc it is stuck on. This proposal got highly appreciated by both 

operators and management. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The meeting continued with the authors showing the plaque and explaining that 

all interviewed operators saw the setup procedure differently where some parts 

were considered more complex, probably because of what was thought as most 

important. 

The authors and operators then started to work on a completely new setup 

procedure for the SMS machine. Some external parts were discussed and 

implemented, and new post-it stickers were set up on the plaque. The most giving 

part of this meeting was that the operators got a good discussion running with the 

production managers and between themselves. There was only a short start on a 

new setup procedure, but due to time the meeting had to stop and a new one was 

booked.  

 

The second meeting started instantly on deciding the depth of the new setup 

procedure and new steps in the procedure were noted on post-it stickers again. 

This meeting resulted in a new standardized setup procedure and a first draft was 

done. The authors then booked a time with one of the production managers to 

complete a full setup procedure with the help of the first draft (Appendix 2).  

This setup made it easier to see what was missing in the final setup manual and at 

the same time take pictures for the final draft. When the production manager tried 

out the new setup procedure a lot of missing steps were written down, and both 

operator and manager found this experience very giving. It turned out un-

debatable that the manual was correctly written. 
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After the first try with the new setup procedure the authors made the new setup 

manual (Appendix 1).   

4.2 Further advice for phase 3 – Streamlining all aspects of the setup 

operation 

 Phase 3 was mentioned during the second meeting, that further work for 

improving the setup had to be made. The use of quick locks, shorten screws and 

standardized screws are of importance. Today the machines may vary in parts and 

screws. During this phase most machines should reach that wanted single digit 

time if a full SMED implementation is made. 

"SMED theory (Shingo, 1985, p. 33) states that, even if the frequency of the set-

ups cannot be reduced, the actual downtime caused by machinery specification 

changes can be greatly reduced, thus providing an increase in available 

production capacity." (Moxham & Greatbanks, 2000) 

CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSION 

This chapter concludes the thesis with thoughts and recommendations from the 

authors. 

5.1 The Importance of Standardization 

While performing their initial analysis in Dormer, the authors could see that there 

was no real standardized working procedure behind setup. Even if setup 

procedures were performed, many of the operators differed in working methods 

and error handling. When something erroneous happened, it was hard to 

understand the cause of it, whether if it was human factor or if the machine was 

faulty. The authors concluded that a standardized setup procedure would work as 

a substrate for error handling. A standardized setup procedure would eliminate 

error causes due to faulty setups and this is why all new setups with the SMS 

machines should be done with the help of the new manual. 

The authors were told that when new operators get hired to the company there is 

obviously a learning period. All setup procedures are supposed to be done the 

same way, but after a while the information gets lost and operators work in their 

own way, which could lead to faulty setups. 
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5.2 Information Transfer 

During meetings with both operators and white-collars, the authors noted that the 

transfer of information did not always work as intended, for example with 

handling of Kanban procedures. Even if information was given to operators with 

the task of further informing coworkers, there was still some confusion if discs 

should be written off or not. Both Dormer and the operators should improve their 

way for information to be handled and passed on. 

5.3 Further recommendation for Dormer Tools 

In the early phases of the project the authors understood that reparation time 

chewed off a big chunk from lead times. In principal most machines are running 

until something breaks. The authors proposed early to the management that a 

TPM project would be beneficial for the company where maintenance is for 

example scheduled to prevent these happenings.  

A crucial part of TPM (3.2.5) that should be introduced in Dormer should be the 

use of multiple parts, were one part is used as intended in production and a 

different is either undergoing maintenance or standing on the shelf to be used 

when needed. 

The authors also felt the need for a so called Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) board 

to show what happens with the machine. It was noted that Dormer already has a 

PDCA system where happenings and maintenance are noted. They felt that a 

normal whiteboard would encourage maintenance better and the work towards 

continuous improvement encouraged. If a machine is broken down it should be 

noted and then everyone would actually see whether a machine is fixed or just left 

behind other matters. 

The authors also suggested the implementation of an OEE system (3.2.6). The 

production managers informed that this kind of system was being implemented in 

the company, and they noted that meetings about this topic were undergoing in the 

company already. 

5.4 The work of the thesis in regards to other aspects 

When performing a project of this kind, there are rewards in form of different 

aspects. An implementation of a production quality tool gives rewards in form of 

economical-, ethical-, environmental- and work environmental- aspect. 
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5.4.1 Economical Aspects 

Due to the form of the data collected in this project and thesis, there is hard to 

record winnings in form of economic value. In the beginning of the thesis the 

authors intended to shorten lead times for dormer tools, and one of the causes 

could be current setup procedure times. In order to establish that a economical 

benefit has emerged from this project, there is a need to make a further study of 

setup procedure times where all the SMS machines are regularly operated after the 

manual. If lead times will turn out to be shorter, the economic benefits could lead 

to great savings in money. 

5.4.2 Ethical Aspects 

When it comes to the ethical aspects for the work of engineers like the authors are, 

there is a written down codex with ten rules/points. Both authors acknowledge 

these rules and to have followed them accordingly. 

(http://www.sverigesingenjorer.se/Om-forbundet/Sa-tycker-vi/hederskodex/) 

 The engineer should be in their professional feel a personal responsibility to 

the technology used in ways that benefit people, the environment and 

society. 

 

 The engineer should strive to improve the technology and the technical 

expertise towards a more efficient utilization of resources without adverse 

effects. 

 

 

 The engineer should make their expertise available in the public and private 

contexts to achieve the best decisions and highlight the possibilities and 

risks. 

 

 The engineer should not work for or collaborate with companies and 

organizations of questionable character or goals that are contrary to personal 

beliefs. 

 

 The engineer should display full loyalty towards the employer and work 

colleagues. Difficulties in this regard should be addressed to open 

discussion, primarily in the workplace. 
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 The engineer may not use unfair methods of competition for employment, 

assignment or order, nor try to harm colleagues' reputation by unfounded 

accusations. 

 

 The engineer should respect entrusted information and its confidential 

nature and the right of others to the ideas, inventions, surveys, plans and 

drawings. 

 

 The engineer must not favor any unauthorized interests and should disclose 

financial and other interests that could affect confidence in his or her 

impartiality and judgment. 

 

 The engineer should individually and in public, orally and in writing, aim 

for an objective method of production and avoid false, misleading or 

exaggerated claims. 

 

 The engineer should actively support colleagues who get into difficulties 

because of an act in accordance with these rules, and under the best 

conviction avert crimes against them. 

 

5.4.3 Environmental Aspect 

When it comes to this kind of project where the authors try to optimize 

production, there is a clear connection to the environmental aspects in this thesis. 

The company will use the machines either way whether the setup time is short or 

long, but in this case an optimized production will make full use of the energy 

spent. 

Considering that dormer works after customer order, if the machines are more 

optimized, the use of every single machine could be reduced. If setup procedure is 

optimize, the authors consider that energy consumed for every tap will reduce 

considerably. 
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5.4.4 Work Environmental Aspect 

When it comes to work environmental aspect the authors consider that some of 

the operator’s workload has been reduced. For example the use of Kanban cards 

will eliminate the need to write of grinding discs, thus eliminating one step of the 

setup procedure. 

With the use of a Standard setup manual the authors think that errors and stop due 

to human fault should decrease if everyone follows it, the operators will have a 

substrate for errors due to machine maintenance or other faults. 

During the development of the manual, one of the production managers did a 

setup accordingly to the first review of the setup manual. This is a good example 

to diminish strict thinking like us versus them, they all work for the same 

company and contribute for the good of the company.  

CHAPTER 6 CRITICAL REVIEW 

This chapter emphasizes on the authors self-review regarding the work in this 

thesis 

6.1 What could the authors work been done differently? 

6.1.1 Situation Analysis 

While receiving the project from Dormer Tools the authors should have made an 

early Situation analysis to view what kind of project had to be done, even if the 

project turned from a Production Flow management into a SMED project. A 

thorough analysis would have either confirmed that SMED was the right path to 

go or that a TPM project was more beneficial. 

6.1.2 Information Transfer 

Even if the authors did their best to transfer information regarding their project, 

they feel that more could have been made. When information was either given out 

or received, there was always someone that was not informed in the staff. A 

method for informing everyone on the production floor should have been used. 

6.1.3 More time 

The authors felt that they needed more time to spend on this project to establish 

proper numerical results. The project would have been a lot more beneficial for 

Dormer Tools if the research would have been of the quantitative kind. 
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6.1.4 Different way of handling SMED 

A different kind of handling SMED could have been used to compare between 

earlier projects and this one. Some books: for example Total Productive 

Maintenance by Steven Borris (2006) explains SMED in 8 steps. Even if Borris 

(2006) work emphasizes on the Shingo methodology, the authors felt that 8 steps 

could differentiated the project where some parts of SMED would be handled 

differently 
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Standard Sta llProcedur 
SMS – Gäng och Fasmaskin 

  

 



 

Den här standardiserade ställprocedursmanualen har framtagits i 

samband med 2 elever från Högskolan i Halmstad. Manualen har 

framtagits med hjälp av såväl operatörer samt produktionsledare. 

SMS gäng- och fas-maskin har undergått en så kallad SMED 

projekt (Single Minute Exchange of Die) 

Framtagen ställprocedur är framtagen i syfte för en 

standardisering av alla ”ställ” på SMS maskinerna på Dormer 

Tools i Halmstad. Maskinens igångsättning är prioritet och 

stillastående tid bör vara så kort som möjlig 

Don Weiss 

Frederic Alvarado Taibo 

  



 

Ställrutinen är uppdelad i 5 huvudsteg och bör göras enligt 

nedanstående ordning: 

1. Förberedelse 

2. Laddare 

3. Diamantrulle 

4. Skiva 

5. Inställningar 

  



 

1. Förberedelse – Externt Ställ 
 

Nedanstående steg måste utföras som extern ställ, d.v.s. när 

maskinen är igång. Om nedanstående steg inte utförs som en 

förberedelseprocedur och utförs när maskinen står stilla, så är 

ställproceduren ineffektiv och värdefull tid har förbrukats. 

1. Förbered rätt gripare samt dubbar i enlighet med ritning 

2. Ladda de nya tapparna i kassetter 

3. Förbered ny diamantrulle. Uppvärmning sker i efterhand vid 

behov 

4. Förbered ny skiva i ”skivrummet” 

5. Ta fram Rivningsdata med hjälp av excelfilen: Riktlinjer 

inrivning slipskiva gängslip (Se bild nedan) 

 

 

 

 

  

Notering: Utseendet kan variera pga. ändringar i filen 



 

Internt Ställ 
Stegen hädanefter betraktas som interna steg, d.v.s. när maskinen 

står stilla. Första proceduren i den interna ställproceduren är att 

spara senast körd data 

  



 

2. Laddare 
1. Vrid Nyckel till manuell och tryck på blå knapp Safety door 

open 

 

 

2. Tryck på                          för åtkomst till maskinens styrsystem 

 

3.  ”Jogga” med hjälp av                         till position 5 vid byte av 

gripare 

  



 

2st skruvar - endast den undre lossas helt 

4. Byt Gripare 

Verktyg – Insexnyckel M3 och M4 

 
 

 

5. ”Jogga” tillbaka från position 5 till 1 

 

6. Byte av främre samt bakre dubb 

Verktyg – Insex M5 för främre dubb och Specialverktyg för 

bakre dubb 

 

Skruvar på främre dubb får ej lossas helt utan endast tills 

den går att dra av från skenan

 

  



 

Tryck på                              och därefter byt bakre dubb med 

hjälp av specialverktyg samt hammare 

 

Efter att dubb-byte är klar tryck på dubb knappen några 

gånger 

 

7. Hämta en kassett för test av maskinladdningen 

 

8. Justera Höjdstopp efter längd på tapp med ngn millimeters 

marginal. ”Jogga” till steg 2 för test 

  



 

Mutter A i syfte att positionera arm till 90o enligt bild till höger 

Mutter B i syfte att justera gängtappens vinkel i höjdled 

9. Kör en tapp från position från 1-11 i syfte att centrera tapp 

mot dubbarna. Justera främre dubb efter tappens längd 

 

Jogga till steg 14 och se till att endast tappens fyrkant sitter 

mellan klackarna 

 

Om gängtapp är korrekt positionerad mellan klackarna, 

backa till steg 11 igen. Om allt ser OK ut fortsätt till nästa 

procedur, i andra fall se nedan för inställningsmöjligheter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

90o 

B 

A 



 

Skruv C i syfte att justera tappens position i höjdled 

Skruv D i syfte att justera gängtappens vinkel i sidled 

Röd mutter i den här bilden får ej justeras 

Mutter E för justering av tapp i sidled mellan dubbarna 

Justering av ”stopp” beroende på tappstorlek 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

C 

D 

E 



 

Två insex för justering i höjdled  av ”paket” med kassett 

Justering i sidled av ”paket” med kassett 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

10. ”Jogga” alla steg med nästkommande tapp för test av 

positionering 

 

11. Om andra tappen är ok, kör resterande tappar i kassetten med                 

 

 

  



 

Bild till vänster: Joystick. Se till at hålla vänster knapp intryckt 

vid manövrering 

Bild ovan: Meddelande gällande V-Axel 

3. Diamantrulle 
 

1. Tryck på  

 

2. Backa V-Axeln. Tryck på                . Tryck på F3 på joystick 

samt vrid knapp till V. Vrid på den stora knappen endast i 

plus riktning tills meddelande gällande limit på V-Axel 

påvisas 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Tryck på  

 

4. Ta bord den svarta skyddskåpan utifall den är monterad 

  



 

5. Ta bort Lager-Bock 

Verktyg – Insex M5 

 

6. Ta bort Brickor genom att skruva bort 4st insex. Brickan 

roteras av axeln. Dra av bakomliggande bricka. 

Verktyg – Insex M3  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Ta loss Diamantrulle. 

Verktyg – Avdragare 

  



 

8. Känn efter om Axel glappar samt om remmen är fastspänd 

om det är möjligt 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9. Montera uppvärmd Diamantrulle försiktigt 

(Ifall det fortfarande är svårt att montera dit diamantrulle, 

försök att kyla ner axeln eller att putsa insida av rulle med 

väldigt fint sandpapper – Ej grövre än 320x) 

 

10. Följ steg 6 baklänges till och med steg 3 

Notera: Se bild för enklast installation av brickor 

  



 

4. Skivbyte 
 

1. Lossa 2 skruvar på Balanseringshuvudet 

Glöm inte att hålla fast balanseringshuvudet 

Verktyg – Insex M6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Montera fast Skivhållare mot skiva med hjälp av 

tumskruvarna 

  



 

3. Skruva bort 4 resterande skruvar på skivan 

Tips: Placera skruvarna i skåran för att inte tappa bort de 

Verktyg – Insex M12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Vik ner skivan försiktigt och AKTA fingrarna 

 

5. Lossa Tumskruvarna helt efter att skivan viks ner 

 

6. Använd vagn för att lyfta bort skiva 

  



 

7. Lämna tillbaka den gamla skivan och hämta ny redan  

förberedd skiva 

 

8. Följ steg 5 baklänges till och med steg 1.  

 

Vid steg 5 bör tumskruvar lossas lätt innan skivan viks upp. 

 

Vid steg 3 måste skruvar placeras i diagonal ordning (se 

bild). Spänn flera gånger istället för att spänna fullt ut direkt. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

Diamantrulle är positionerad rätt mot skiva på bild. Det är godtagbart att 

diamantrulle är positionerad längre ut mot grön pil än mot röd 

5. Inställningar 
 

1. Justeringar i V – Axel. Användning av Joystick. Tryck F3. 

Rotera stora knappen tills diamantrullen är nära skivan. 

Kontrollera att diamantrulle är korrekt positionerad med 

hjälp av en linjal (se bild). Vid felpositionering justera med 

hjälp av W-Axeln på joysticken. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Tangera mot skiva manuellt. Ratta in försiktigt på joystick i 

V-Axel tills ett lätt skrapande ljud hörs 

  



 

3. Tryck på                  för att se att Wheeldiameter i Display har 

förändrats. Om den inte har ändrats tryck på                  igen 

 

5.1 Rivning 
1. Stäng luckan på maskinen 

 

2. Tryck på              

 

3. Vrid Nyckel till Auto  

 

4. Tryck på  

 

 

5. Använd ”musen” på skärmen för att manövrera pilen till 

”rullisten” och ändra läge till Rivning. Tryck på den gula 

input knappen för att välja 

  



 

6. Fyll i korrekt rivdata enligt exceltabellen 

 

7. Vrid ner hastigheten 

 

 

8. Tryck på            och öka hastigheten gradvist och invänta 

rivproceduren 

  



 

5.2 Inställning fas och gänga 
 

1. När rivproceduren är färdig, vrid om nyckel till 

manuell och tryck på knappen safety door 

 

2. Lossa övre kylmunstycke 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Justera skivan med hjälp av joystick i både X och Z led mot 

tappen enligt bild 

  



 

4. Efter att skiva har positionerats korrekt, tryck på Z-start 

genga och Z-start fas för att låsa inställningen 

 

 

 

5. Mata in en säkerhetsmarginal på 5 mm för både gänga och 

fas i X-led 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Tryck på  

  



 

7. Vrid till 0 läget på joysticken 

 

8. Och tryck på Cycle start för att positionera allt i startläge 

 

9. Tryck på Grund data åter igen och inställning gänga 

 

 

 

 

 

10.  Nu skall Skivan Tangeras i X-axeln mot gängtappen. På 

joystick ändra till X-axeln och tryck på Cycle Start. Börja med 

hastighet 0 och öka gradvist. Skivan börjar rulla och ska 

positioneras med hjälp av ”joggen”. ”Jogga” tills skivan rör 

gängtappen. Kolla noga om Ytterdiametern går över den 

gängade delen. 

 

Om allt stämmer gå till nästa steg, annars justera sliplängd 

kona och ända värden i Z-Axeln

 

  



 

11. Gör precis samma rutin som ovan fast för X-axeln för att 

tangera skivan mot tappen för gänga. ”Jogga” återigen tills 

skivan rör lätt vid gängtappen 

 

12. För att tangera skivan för fas på tappen. Ändra rullmenyn till 

inställning Fas. 

 

 

 

 

 

13. Tryck på cycle start och skivan börjar rulla igen. ”jogga” i X–

axel tills skivan rör vid gängtappen 

  



 

5.3 Slutinställningar 
 

1. Montera tillbaka kylmunstycke 

 

2. Ändra till Automat läge i Rullmenyn 

 

 
 

3. Stäng maskinen 

 

4. Tryck på  

 

5. I menyn välj +0,1 i thread samt chamfer diameter  

 

 

6. Vrid om nyckel till Auto 

 

7. Vrid hastigheten till 0 och tryck Cycle start. Öka hastigheten 

igen när skivan är framme vid tappen 
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APPENDIX 2 – First draft of the manual 

Guide för ställrutin för SMS – gängning och fasning  

OBS!! Första utgåva. 

 Justera efter behovStällrutinerna är uppdelade i tre huvudsteg samt förberedelse och 

efterjustering. Dessa steg bör göras enligt nedanstående ordning. 

1. Förberedelse 

2. Laddare 

3. Diamantrulle 

4. Skiva 

5. Efterjustering 

Extern ställ - Förberedelse 

1. Förbered rätt gripare samt dubbar enligt beskrivning från ritning. 

2. Ladda nya tappar i kassetter  

3. Förbered ny diamantrulle. Uppvärmning av diamantrulle vid behov. 

4. Förbered ny skiva 

5. Efterjustering 

 

Intern ställ 

Börja med att klicka på knappen för att spara befintlig kördata.  Därefter ladda upp aktuell 

existerande- eller ny kördata. 

Laddare 

1. Tryck på LADDA knapp för att få åtkomst till maskinens styrsystem 

 

2. JOGGA med hjälp av knapparna + och – till position 5 vid pincett eller gripar byte 

(se på skärm) 

 

 

3. Byt GRIPARE eller PINCETT (Verktyg – Insex M3 och M4) 
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4. JOGGA tillbaka till position 1 (se på skärm) 

 

 

5. Byte av DUBB vid behov. Kontrollera ifall den är utsliten. (Verktyg – Insex M5 för 

främre dubb och Special verktyg för bakre dubb) 

 

6. Justera HÖJDSTOPP efter längd på tapp (Verktyg – Insex M? eller justera-spak) 

 

 

7. Justera MOTHÅLL mot tappen tapp (Verktyg – Insex M? eller justera-spak) 

 

8. Hämta en KASSETT för test av maskinladdningen 

 

 

9. Kör en tapp från position 1-11 i syfte att centrering mot dubbarna (JOGGA med + 

och - ) 

 

10. Justera främre dubb efter tappens längd (HUR?? – Anteckna nedan) 

 

 

11. Kör en kassett med andra tappen stegvis (JOGG) 

 

12. Om Andra tappen är OK kör på AUTOMATIK (KNAPP??), annars omjustera 

(återvänd till vilket steg??) 

 

Byte av Diamantrulle 

1. Backa V-Axel. V-Knapp samt + knapp. OBS!! Tryck endast på + tills Larm påvisas. 
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2. Tryck på TANGERA knappen 

 

 

 

3. Ta bort den svarta SKYDDSKÅPAN ifall sådan finns. 

 

4. Ta bort LAGER-BOCK (Verktyg – Insex M??) 

 

 

5. Ta bort BRICKA/OR Genom att skruva bort 4 skruvar och därefter roteras brickan 

av. Utifall det finns en till bricka, ta av även den (Verktyg – M3) 

 

6. Ta Loss DIAMANTRULLEN (Verktyg – Avdragare). 

 

 

7. Känn efter om AXEL glappar samt om REMMEN är spänd. 

 

8. Montera uppvärmd DIAMANTRULLE. 

 

 

9. Följ från steg 5 BAKLÄNGES till och med steg 3 

 

Skivbyte 

1. Lossa 2 Insex skruvar på BALANSERINGSHUVUDET (Verktyg M6) 

 

2. Montera Skivhållare med hjälp av tumskruvarna 
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3. Skruva bort 4 stora skruvar och placera de i skåran för att inte tappa bort de (Verktyg – 

M10/12) 

 

4. Vik ner SKIVAN försiktigt. Akta Fingrarna. 

 

 

5. Lossa TUMSKRUVARNA helt efter att skiva viks ner. 

 

6. Använd VAGN för att lyfta bort skivan. 

 

 

7. Lämna tillbaka den gamla skivan samt hämta ny skiva 

 

8. Följ steg 5 BAKLÄNGES till och med steg 1. Vid steg 5 bör tumskruvar lossas lätt 

innan skivan vick upp. Vid steg 3 måste skruvar placeras i diagonal ordning 

 

Efterjustering 

1. Justeringar i V-Axel. V + JOG. Tryck minus tills skivan är nära diamantrullen 

Enligt bild (kommer i slutversionen). Om skiva är felpositionerad mot diamantrulle 

(använd linjal för kontroll). Lossa 4 skruvar (bild kommer) o justera med den 

manuella jogg spaken. Fäst skruvarna igen när du är klar. 

 

2. Tangera mot skiva manuellt. Snurra skiva på skivan manuellt och ratta in (vet inte 

vad) diamantrullen mot skivan tills ett lätt skrapljud hörs 

 

3. Tryck på Tangering knappen. 

 

 

4. Gör en sista kontroll att Wheeldiameter har nu ändrats på displayen. Annars tryck på 

tangeringsknappen igen. 
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Appendix 3 – Setup baseline worksheet 

Setup Baseline Worksheet 

Date: Part name: 
 
Diamond roll 

Operation description: 
 
Change of Diamond roll 

Element 
number 

Element description Duration Elapsed 
time 

Internal 
setup 

External 
setup 

 1 Remove the support from 
the tube  

     x   

 2  Release 2 washers      x   

 3  Special tool for loosening 
diamond and phase roll 

     x   

 4  New diamond roll heats 
up before putting it up 

     x   

 5  Putting up diamond roll 
and 2 washers 

     x   

 6  Put up again the support 
for the tube and its cap 

     x   

 7  Use computer to touch 
the diamond roll against 
the disc 

     x   

 8  Save the new coordinates      x   
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 9  Close the protection 
cover 

     x   

10 Tear the disc against the 
diamond roll 

  x  

11 Use the input from 
product specification in 
the computer 

  x  

12 When tearing is done, a 
test run is preformed 

  x  

13 Control of tap, if not okay 
then some adjustments 
has to be made 

  x  

 14  Start production      x   

Setup Baseline Worksheet 

Date: Part name: 
 
Loader 

Operation description: 
 
Adjust the loader 

Element 
number 

Element description Duration Elapsed 
time 

Internal 
setup 

External 
setup 

 1 Load taps on cartridges      x   

 2  Change gripper      x   
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 3 Test runs gripper and 
the loader for 
cartridges  

     x   

 4 Remove and change of 
back stud 

     x   

 5   Remove and change 
of front stud 

     x   

 6  Position the tap in 
between the studs 

     x   

Setup Baseline Worksheet 

Date: Part name: 
 
Diamond roll 

Operation description: 
 
Change of Diamond roll 

Element 
number 

Element description Duration Elapsed 
time 

Internal 
setup 

External 
setup 

 1 Move out V-axel       x   

 2  Remove black cover 
including tube support 

     x   
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 3  Remove 2 washer       x   

 4  Remove the diamond roll      x   

 5  Retrieve the new roll      x   

 6  Heat up the new 
diamond roll 

     x   

 7  Put up the new diamond 
roll 

     x   

 8  Put up both washers 
including the tube 
support and the black 
cover 

     x   

Setup Baseline Worksheet 

Date: Part name: 
 
Disc 

Operation description: 
 
Change of Disc 

Element 
number 

Element description Duration Elapsed 
time 

Internal 
setup 

External 
setup 

 1 Remove 2 screws and the 
balance tool  

     x   
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 2  Use the blue support tool      x   

 3  Attach the support tool 
against the disc 

     x   

 4  Remove 4 screws from the 
disc 

     x   

 5  Fold down the disc      x   

 6  Retrieve cart      x   

 7  Lift and remove the disc 
with the help of the cart 

     x   

 8 Look for the new disc      x   

 9  Carry the new disc back      x   

10 Put up the new disc   x  

11 Follow the pervious steps 
backwards  

  x  

12 Use joystick or loose up 4 
screws to move diamond 
roll in v-axel 

  x  

13 Touch the diamond roll 
against the disc 

  x  
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15 Spin the disc until a sound 
can be hear from the 
diamond roll touching the 
disc 

  x  

16 Push the touch button   x  

17 Close the hatch   x  

18 Start the tearing program   x  

19 Wait for the process   x  

20 Open hatch   x  

21 Touch the disc against the 
tap 

  x  

22 Save the Z start position 
for grinding and phasing 

  x  

23 Back away the disc   x  

24 ?????   x  

25 Set tearing in the program 
to grinding 

  X  

26 Start the cycle   X  

27 Adjust it in x-axel until a 
sound can be heard  

  X  

28 Change the program from 
grinding to phasing 

  X  

29 Adjust it again until a 
sound can be heard 

  X  

30 Close the hatch   X  

 31  Somewhere in the process 
remove the cooling tool 

     X   
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Setup Baseline Worksheet 

Date: Part name: 
 
Loader 

Operation description: 
 
Adjust the loader 

Element 
number 

Element description Duration Elapsed 
time 

Internal 
setup 

External 
setup 

 1 Retrieve cartridges for 
the loader  

     x   

 2  Change the gripper      x   

 3  Change front and back 
stud 

     x   

 4  Start the feeding of 
cartridges to the loader 

     x   

 5 Adjust the positioning of 
the tap in between the 
studs 

     x   
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Setup Baseline Worksheet 

Date: Part name: 
 
Diamond roll 

Operation description: 
 
Change of Diamond roll 

Element 
number 

Element description Duration Elapsed 
time 

Internal 
setup 

External 
setup 

 1 Back it in the direction of 
v-axel  

     x   

 2  Push touch button on the 
computer for the 
diamond roll positioning 

     x   

 3 Remove the tube support      x   

 4  Remove the 2 washers      x   

 5  Remove the diamond and 
phase roller 

     x   

 6  Put up the new phase 
and diamond roller 

     x   

 7  Reattach the 2 washers      x   

 8  Reattach the tube 
support 

     x   
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Setup Baseline Worksheet 

Date: Part name: 
 
Disc 

Operation description: 
 
Change of Disc 

Element 
number 

Element description Duration Elapsed 
time 

Internal 
setup 

External 
setup 

 1 Remove the balance tool        x   

 2  Use the support tool and 
attach it on the disc 

     x   

 3  Remove 4 allen screw       x   

 4  Remove the disc with the 
help of support tool 

     x   

 5  Retrieve cart      x   

 6  Transport the disc to the 
disc room and retrieve a 
new disc 

     x   

 7  Attach the new disc against 
the support tool 

     x   

 8   Put up the new disc and 
loose lightly the screws 

     x   
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from the support tool 
against the disc  

 9   reattach the 4 allen screws 
and the remove the screws 
completely from the 
support tool on to the disc 

     x   

10 Remove the support tool   x  

11 Reattach the balance tool 
on to the disc 

  x  

12 Touch the diamond roll 
against the disc 

  x  

13 Control diamond roll is in 
the correct width with the 
disc 

  x  

14 Push touch button so the 
computer saves the new 
coordinates 

  X  

15 Process data is filled in the 
computer  

  X  

16 Start tearing the disc, fill the 
amount of tearing needed 

  X  

17 Open the hatch and fill the 
tear surface with a pen and 
then tear the disc 10 more 
times 

  X  

18 Touch the disc against tap   X  

19 Remove the cooling tool for 
better view 

  X  

20 Set start position in x-axel   X  

21 Set start position in z-axel   X  

22 Reattach the cooling tool   X  

23 Tear the disc again 10 more 
times 

  X  
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24 Test drive the process and 
inspect the tap 

  X  

25 If all is okay and no after 
firings then start production 

  X  

Setup Baseline Worksheet 

Date: Part name: 
 
Diamond roll 

Operation description: 
 
Change of Diamond roll 

Element 
number 

Element description Duration Elapsed 
time 

Internal 
setup 

External 
setup 

 1 Retrieve the new 
diamond roll ink the box  

       x 

 2  Heat up the diamond 
roll 

       x 

 3  Open the hatch      x   

 4  Control if there are any 
dropped taps left in the 
machine 

     x   

 5  Remove the support for 
the diamond-axel 

     x   
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 6  Remove 2 screws to be 
able to remove the 2 
washers 

     x   

 7  Remove 2 washers      x   

 8  Remove the diamond 
roll 

     x   

 9 Control rem and if there 
are vibration in the 
diamond-axel 

     x   

10 Put up the new heated 
diamond 

  x  

11 Reattach the 2 washers   x  

12 Reattach the support to 
the axel 

  x  

13 Touch the diamond roll 
against disc 

  x  

 14  Close hatch and start 
tearing 

     x   
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Setup Baseline Worksheet 

Date: Part name: 
 
Disc 

Operation description: 
 
Change of Disc 

Element 
number 

Element description Duration Elapsed 
time 

Internal 
setup 

External 
setup 

 1 Move away the diamond 
roll in v-axel  

     x   

 2  Remove the balance tool      x   

 3  The support tool for the 
disc is retrieved and 
attaches onto the disc 

     x   

 4   Fold down the disc       x   

 5    Remove the screws 
from the disc holder  

     x   

 6  Retrieve the cart and lift 
the disc with it 

     x   

 7  Transport away the old 
disc and retrieve the new 
disc 

     x   

 8  Mount the disc onto the 
disc holder 

     x   
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 9 Put up the new disc and 
lock it with 4 screws 

     x   

10 Remove the disc holder   x  

11 Reattach the balance tool 
onto the disc 

  x  

12 Touch the diamond roll 
against disc 

  x  

13 Close the hatch   x  

14 Balance the disc before 
tearing 

  x  

15 Start tearing the disc   x  

 16  Balance the disc again 
after tearing 

     x   

Setup Baseline Worksheet 

Date: Part name: 
 
Loader 

Operation description: 
 
Adjust the loader 

Element 
number 

Element description Duration Elapsed 
time 

Internal 
setup 

External 
setup 

 1 Retrieve the right grip, 
front and back stud  

       x 
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 2  Put the loader in the 
correct position 

     x   

 3  Remove the gripper      x   

 4  Put up the new gripper      x   

 5  Remove front and back 
stud 

     x   

 6 Drive forth a cartridge to 
the loader 

     x   

 7  Set the loader from 
position 1 to 11 and then 
center the tap against the 
stud 

     x   

 8  Go through all positioning 
until back at position 1 

     x   

 9  Control that the heel 
attachment only holds back 
of the tap and not on the 
back stud  

     x   

10 Test drive the process to 
see that everything is 
correct  

  x  

11 Remove the cooling tool to 
get a better view when 
touching the disc against 
the tap 

  x  

12 Save the new positioning in 
the program 

  x  
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13 Move away the disc in x-
axel onto home position 

  x  

14 Control the touching 
manually 

    

15 Heat drive the process for 
approximate 15 minutes 

    

16 Test a tap though out the 
process 

    

17 Control the finished tap     

18 Fill the paperwork      

 19 If everything is okay then 
start the production 

     x   

Setup Baseline Worksheet 

Date: Part name: 
 
Hub  

Operation description: 
 
Change process from the old disc to a 
new disc with the same hub 

Element 
number 

Element description Duration Elapsed 
time 

Internal 
setup 

External 
setup 

 1 Remove 8 screws with air 
gun  

     x  

 2  Remove the upper hub      x   

 3  Position the screws in the 
right order 

     x   
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4 Throw away old disc or store 
it if its reusable 

  x  

 5  Write of the new disc on a 
piece of paper 

     x   

 6  Retrieve the new disc      x   

 7  Nock on the disc to hear a 
jingling sound, if the sound 
is muffled means that there 
are cracks in the disc that 
might lead to that the disc 
brakes down when used 

     x   

8  Secure that up on the disc is 
pointing up before placing it 
onto the lower hub (reduces 
the risk of vibration when 
used)  

     x   

 8  Reattach the upper hub 
onto the disc and lower hub 

     x   

 9 Screw back the 8 screw in a 
specific order, (begin with 
the top and continue with 
the 3 hole and so on until 
your back to the top screw)   

     x   
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APPENDIX 4 – Operations Checklist 
 

Operations Checklist                                                                                                                                                   
Machine:                                    Operation:                                                                                                                                                                                          
Date: 

  Employee performing the setup 

  Name: operator 1 

    

  Tools Needed 

   Allen keys 

   Wrench 

   Disc holder 

   Special tool to remove back stud 

   Hammer 

   Diamond and phase roll heater 

    

    

    

  Parts Needed 

   Grip 

   Front stud 

   Back stud 

   Diamond roll 

   Phase roll 

   Discs 

   Hub 

   Cartridge  
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